
In Vincent Tiley’s “Material Eyes,” now being shown at the International Museum of Surgical Science in Chicago, the artist’s mother explores him via the da Vinci Surgical System.
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loops, fluidlyworking a systemof
control grips.

The artist, lying on a backrest
in themiddle of themachine and
attended to by a nurse played by
MarionCampbell, is surrounded
by thewrist-jointed armatures of
its four spiderlike robotic arms.
Extending from the end of each is
any number of switchable instru-
ments: clamps, scalpels or scis-
sors, as needed. Playing through-
out is droning audio by Sam
Hurt,who composed soundusing
sculptural instruments of his own
devising.

This is Tiley’s newest video
installation, “Material Eyes,” an
artistic exploration of the com-
plex aesthetics of robotic interac-
tionwith our bodies that defines
the state ofmodern surgery, and
of the implications of hismother
as its operator. ThatCronenberg
reference isn’t far off, if you’re
talking about the gynecological
instruments for operating on
mutantwomen fromhis 1988
classic “DeadRingers”— turns
out one of themain uses of the da
Vinci System, aside from laparo-
scopies and fixing cardiac valves,
is gynecological surgeries.

“Mymotherwas a gynecolog-
ical surgeon,” Tiley explains dur-
ing amorning call fromNewYork
to discuss the video. “Shewas
doing births and taking care of
pregnantwomen in her practice a
long time ago and she uses this
machine for surgeries onwomen,
so that relationship thatmy

mother has towomen andher
role as amother is a part of the
work, and there’s a reason I didn’t
getmy father or anothermale
doctor to operate themachine. I
think partly because the shared
bodily experience ofmother to
child is so intimate and to inter-
face thatwith a technological
device is a subversion of howwe
typically think aboutmother-and-
child relationships.”

Moreover, cinema is also an
influence that the artist readily
admits informshis process.

“Sci-fi is an incredible source of
inspiration forme,” Tiley says. “I
love its descriptions of utopia and
howpeoplemay interact in the
future and technology’s ability to
facilitate new types of human
interactions. That robot is very
science fiction tome.” Butwhat
was depicted as a horror at the
body and its fungiblemorpholo-
gies inmuch of the film auteur’s
work is inTiley’s amore playful
turn. The artist imbues themach-
inewith a curiosity about its
subject’s body that throughout
the video it probes, prods and
plucks atwith all the apparent
sentience ofDoctorOctopus’ evil
appendages.

HavingworkedwithTerence

Koh, Tiley brings similar interests
to bear in hiswork here, includ-
ing an impulse to queer the public
perception of our own and others’
relationship to our bodies, both
artists employingmedia as div-
erse as durational performance,
video and fashion design.

“Itwas fromapoint inmy
studio practice inwhich Iwas
reflecting onhow technology is
used in society and the space that
takes up in relationships and
trying to create situations in
which that space is problema-
tized or not used correctly,” ex-
plainsTiley, “and this collabora-
tion is about touchwithmy
mother,who’s doing it through a
surgical robot. That’s theway I
was trying to do that.”

In fact, the video’s investigative
approach to the relationship
between people and theirmach-
ines seems asmuch the point as is
the emotional distance that gen-
erally separates us fromone an-
other, and that specifically here
dividesTiley fromhismother. It’s
up for debate towhat degree
that’s exacerbated by technolog-
ical intervention. It could aswell

be a natural separation anxiety, a
postpartum rift that forms the
individuation of self fromothers
that never quite entirely fades,
and thatwe all just adapt to.

It’s that rift Tiley attempts to
emblemize and explore in “Mate-
rial Eyes,” through depicting the
clear, insurmountable separation
between thematerial and the
invisibleworld of our emotional
reality. This is especially effective
given the history of the daVinci
Systemas the first robotic instru-
ment to enable remote surgical
procedures, and thus its history of
overcoming the problemof vast
distances. Dubbed the “Lind-
bergh operation,” itwas put to
historic use in 2001 by a teamof
French surgeonsworking inNew
York to performa surgery on a
patient thousands ofmiles away
in Strasbourg. Paradigms shifted.

But themachine is being used
to bridge an altogether different
distance here. Throughout the
video, the robotic arms probe
Tiley’s orifices, pinching and
lifting the labial swell of his upper
and lower lips, grasping the
teardrop-shaped lobule at the

bottomof his left ear and probing
in along the entrance to the ear
canal. Thennext, ever so gently,
the arms rise into his left nostril
and up further, approaching the
eye,where it lifts his eyelashes
one by one.Watching, youwon-
der if itwon’t pull a Bunuel and
pop the corneawith a slash of the
scalpel. It doesn’t.

Instead it simply continues
probing, perversely seeking away
in, tryingwithout success to find
a connection, and eventually it
becomes apparent the body can’t
provide it. That is something, as
humanbeings,we have to invent
entirely on our own, out of thin
air. That’swhere themagical
transformation of something
fromnothing happens, of the shift
from symbiosis to independence,
of crippling reliance to self-suffi-
ciency. For that,we needmore
than just ourmaterial eyes to peer
into the unseenworld.

MichaelWorkman is a freelance
writer.

ctc-arts@chicagotribune.com
Twitter@chitribent
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Tiley calls the work “a subversion of how we typically think about mother-and-child relationships.”

When: Through July 16

Where: International Museum of
Surgical Science, 1524 N. Lake
Shore Drive

Tickets: Free; 312-642-6502 or
www.imss.org

Examining the gray
area in between

In photography, a gaussian
blur is used to remove noise,
whichmakes the “GaussianBlur”
a fertile exhibition for theEx-
perimental Sound Studio of all
places. The latest fromChicago-
based duo Sonnenzimmer,
“Blur” consists of repurposed
polyethylene bags that are full
ofwater and dangle above
printedmatter on the floor. Each
sculpture also features an image
from thewell-knowngraphic
designers,which shifts once the
installation is “activated” (punc-
tured) during a series of perform-
ances.

Even though their showwill
bewroughtwith bleeding colors,
the artists aremore interested in
the gray space between a number
of tactile and ethereal concepts:
the invisibility of kinetic energy,
the sound ofwater, the creation

of one image as another dis-
solves.

Once stripped of their initial
purpose and drained, the bags
take onundefined forms and
further articulate Sonnenzim-
mer’s blurry visual language. The
sound ofmeaning as it changes is
at the heart of the show.

Though the artists, Nadine
Nakanishi andNickButcher,
have producedwork that ex-
plores the endurance of graphic
design, the liminal veins of this
exhibition speak to themedium’s
speedy, economic communica-
tion.

As Sonnenzimmer explores
thesemeta threads, they show
howdesign is away of speaking
that rises above all the noise.

ThroughAug. 18, Audible
Gallery at the Experimental
Sound Studio, 5925N.
RavenswoodAve., Chicago;
www.ess.org

—KTHawbaker

Reclaimingmemory
focus of group exhibit

The reclamation of history is
often a radical act for folks
who’ve been denied their lineage.
The erasure of culturalmemory
comes fromanumber ofwide-
spread violences— including the
prison-industrial complex, insti-
tutionalized inaccessibilty, anti-
trans policies—but lived and felt
experiences are often overlooked
as they’re absorbed into larger
narratives. This iswhy “OfMem-
ories andForgetfulness” at Chi-
cagoArtists Coalition is such an
important show.

“Forgetfulness” brings together
thework ofCaroline Liu, Pooja
Pittie andBrittanyLeeanne
Williams, painterswho eachuse
themediumas an advocate for
their ownmemories.

Liu,who lost her short-term
memory after a series of concus-
sions, creates highly textured,
high-femme self-portraits that
speak to her redeveloping sense
of identity. The images are frag-
mented and flow into each other,

lacking symmetry and bursting at
the edgeswith floralmotifs. In
the pink, red and yellowhues of
Liu’swork, there’s a vibrant sense
of light coexistingwith the dark-
ness ofmemory.

Pittie’s practice explores the
relationship betweenpainting,

language andmovement, connec-
tions she began to implement
into herwork after being diag-
nosedwithmuscular dystrophy
in 2015. Full of patchy patterns,
hurried strokes andwaves of
contrasting colors, her canvasses
imply joyful shades ofmobility.

The curation ofWilliams’
paintings conceptually tackle the
connections betweenwhite su-
premacy, state-sanctioned vi-
olence and their grave, inten-
tional effects on black histories.
Using a palette of colors suited
for ameditation room,Williams
taps into the insidious, often
invisible threads of anti-black-
ness thatweave together the
United States.

The paintings of trees in full
springtime bloom look serene, a
startling contrast to the small
pairs of black feet that dangle in
their branches, a nod to a history
that is still taking place.

Through July 13, ChicagoArt-
ists Coalition, 217N. Carpenter St.,
Chicago;www.chicagoartists
coalition.org.

—K.H.

Caroline Liu’s work is featured in
“Of Memories and Forgetfulness.”
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